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Overall objective is Overall objective is 

To carry out feasibility studies of National To carry out feasibility studies of National 
Water Information Systems (NWIS) in a Water Information Systems (NWIS) in a 
maximum of 12 Mediterranean Countries maximum of 12 Mediterranean Countries 
involved in EMWIS. involved in EMWIS. 
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Countries included in the studyCountries included in the study
AlgeriaAlgeria
CyprusCyprus
IsraelIsrael
JordanJordan
LebanonLebanon
MaltaMalta
MoroccoMorocco
PalestinePalestine
TunisiaTunisia
TurkeyTurkey
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Starting date 1/4/2005Starting date 1/4/2005

Ending date 30/1/2006Ending date 30/1/2006
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Specific objectivesSpecific objectives

Carry out independent analysis of national needs and Carry out independent analysis of national needs and 
requirements, including:requirements, including:
•• Existing and planned water information systemsExisting and planned water information systems
•• Identification of information providers and necessary collaboratIdentification of information providers and necessary collaborationsions
•• Knowledge of endKnowledge of end--usersusers
•• Organisation of the NFP and its information system as part of thOrganisation of the NFP and its information system as part of the e 

NWISNWIS

Defining a set of technical, financial and organisational Defining a set of technical, financial and organisational 
recommendations and a roadmap towards the improvement recommendations and a roadmap towards the improvement 
or the implementation and operation of a NWISor the implementation and operation of a NWIS
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Reasons for conducting the studyReasons for conducting the study

EMWIS started in 1999 with the main objective;EMWIS started in 1999 with the main objective; ““Facilitate access to the existing knowFacilitate access to the existing know--
how in the water sector and develop the sharing of information ahow in the water sector and develop the sharing of information along with preparation of common outputs and long with preparation of common outputs and 

cooperation programs between the participating countriescooperation programs between the participating countries““. . 

Success factor:  is the information provided by participating coSuccess factor:  is the information provided by participating countries.untries.

The input from countries is not as smooth , frequent or harmonizThe input from countries is not as smooth , frequent or harmonized as requireded as required

EMWIS believes it is caused by unavailability of efficient NWISEMWIS believes it is caused by unavailability of efficient NWIS

EMWIS wants to initiate first step (needs assessment) for develoEMWIS wants to initiate first step (needs assessment) for development of  NWISpment of  NWIS

Motivate Countries and donor agencies to finance NWIS implementaMotivate Countries and donor agencies to finance NWIS implementationtion
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Expected resultsExpected results

Result 1: Assess current situation in the participating Result 1: Assess current situation in the participating 
countries countries 

Result 2: Recommend road map for NWIS Result 2: Recommend road map for NWIS 
enhancement  or development with cost estimateenhancement  or development with cost estimate

Result 3: Compile all findings and recommend to Result 3: Compile all findings and recommend to 
EMWIS steps to enhance , smooth and harmonize EMWIS steps to enhance , smooth and harmonize 
data sharing between NWIS_EMWIS.data sharing between NWIS_EMWIS.
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EMWIS vision of the  NWIS EMWIS vision of the  NWIS ––EMWIS relationshipEMWIS relationship
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Phase 1: 
Inception Phase
Preliminary analysis

Phase 2: 
Country 
consultations-
Country analysis

Phase 3: 

Finalization phase-
Strategy  analysis for 
EMWIS

••Define stakeholders to meetDefine stakeholders to meet
••Schedules and detailed plans of the national visitsSchedules and detailed plans of the national visits
••Prepare letters to stakeholders to prepare for the Prepare letters to stakeholders to prepare for the 
country visitcountry visit
••Collect preliminary information about the Collect preliminary information about the 
stakeholdersstakeholders
••Prepare topics to be discussed in interviews (in Prepare topics to be discussed in interviews (in 
question form)question form)
••Prepare detailed methodology of analysisPrepare detailed methodology of analysis
••Review project planReview project plan
••Draft Inception report Draft Inception report 
••Presentation for TUPresentation for TU

TasksTasks
Finished May/2005Finished May/2005

Methodology
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•• Conduct the country visitsConduct the country visits
1.1. Meeting with the NFPMeeting with the NFP
2.2. Meeting with stakeholders of water InformationMeeting with stakeholders of water Information
3.3. Focus group meetingFocus group meeting

•• Perform Analysis which include:Perform Analysis which include:

1.1. Available and planned systems, providers, users, available inforAvailable and planned systems, providers, users, available information and mation and 
information flowinformation flow

2.2. Analyze stakeholders roles, interests, concerns and difficultiesAnalyze stakeholders roles, interests, concerns and difficulties in in 
exchanging information (SH analysis matrix)exchanging information (SH analysis matrix)

3.3. Perform SWOT analysisPerform SWOT analysis
4.4. Relationships between stakeholdersRelationships between stakeholders ((Venn diagramsVenn diagrams))
5.5. Define difficulties (problems) and build a Define difficulties (problems) and build a problem treeproblem tree
6.6. Identify the added value and benefits of a NWIS for the stakeholIdentify the added value and benefits of a NWIS for the stakeholdersders
7.7. Envisioned NWIS systemEnvisioned NWIS system
8.8. Assessment of NFP capacity to manage a NWIS (Assessment of NFP capacity to manage a NWIS (Spider diagramSpider diagram))
9.9. Cost estimation of envisioned system Cost estimation of envisioned system 

•• Prepare a country report and send to TU, report Prepare a country report and send to TU, report 
includes:includes:

1.1. All the analysisAll the analysis
2.2. Road map for implementationRoad map for implementation
3.3. Conclusions and recommendationsConclusions and recommendations

TasksTasks
Expected finishing date Expected finishing date 
November 2005November 2005

Phase 1: 
Inception Phase
Preliminary analysis

Phase 2: 
Country 
consultations-
Country analysis

Phase 3: 

Finalization phase-
Strategy  analysis for 
EMWIS
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•• Synthesizing gathered information and Synthesizing gathered information and 
country reports.country reports.

•• Formulating a road map that includes;Formulating a road map that includes;
1.1. Definition and prioritization of Definition and prioritization of 

problems to be addressedproblems to be addressed
2.2. Ability for solving problemsAbility for solving problems
3.3. Options to benefit from the Options to benefit from the 

opportunities and strengths opportunities and strengths 
defined in SWOT analysisdefined in SWOT analysis

4.4. Define actions for EMWIS needed Define actions for EMWIS needed 
to enhance NWISto enhance NWIS--EMWIS  EMWIS  
information sharinginformation sharing

5.5. Recommendations for EMWIS Recommendations for EMWIS 
(what's next)(what's next)

•• Preparation of the final reportPreparation of the final report

TasksTasks
Expected finishing date Jan 2005Expected finishing date Jan 2005

Phase 1: 
Inception Phase
Preliminary analysis

Phase 2: 
Country 
consultations-
Country analysis

Phase 3: 

Finalization phase-
Strategy  analysis for 
EMWIS
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Remaining ActivitiesRemaining Activities

Country visits to Lebanon and Turkey Country visits to Lebanon and Turkey 
(October)(October)
Synthesizing gathered information and Synthesizing gathered information and 
country reports.country reports.
Preparation of the final reportPreparation of the final report
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General FindingsGeneral Findings

-- Most countries visited donMost countries visited don’’t have a NWIS t have a NWIS 
-- Most countries are willing to establish a NWIS but need Most countries are willing to establish a NWIS but need 

technical and financial supporttechnical and financial support
-- Algeria has a NWISAlgeria has a NWIS
-- Tunisia are in the study phase for developing NWISTunisia are in the study phase for developing NWIS
-- Cyprus will start developing a NWIS under an EU project Cyprus will start developing a NWIS under an EU project 

by the end of 2005.by the end of 2005.
-- EMWIS is known to stakeholders in the countries where an EMWIS is known to stakeholders in the countries where an 

inin--country awareness campaign was held.country awareness campaign was held.
-- Some countries have a WIS that can serve as a core for NWISSome countries have a WIS that can serve as a core for NWIS
-- All countries have difficulties in exchanging info internallyAll countries have difficulties in exchanging info internally
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Difficulties in exchanging reliable 
Water data

Page 1

Problem Tree Analysis for Water Information

Difficulties to establish NWIS

No urgent need 
for usage of 

computerized 
systems

Only recently the 
law forced SH to 
produce annual 

reports

Some systems 
were dev for 

internal use & 
cant be hocked 

to a NWIS

The fear of 
time, effort & 

cost involved to 
develop NWIS

Nerver thought 
of 

implementing a 
NWIS

Unavailability of 
computerized 
systems for 
some SHs

Lack of 
Financial 
resources

Lack of Human 
resources

Some data are 
on paper files 

Usage of manual 
data transfer 
procedures (CD, 
Disk)

Using old Tech 
for sharing info 
(duplicate info)

Unavailability of 
standard Proc 
to share info for 
source SH

Every director 
has his own 
policy on 

sharing data.

Unclear 
responsibility 
to "who can 
access what"

Some data are 
confidential

No regular 
updating for 
information

Uneasy access 
to data

Some data are 
conveyed by 
phone

Some data are 
restricted 

No policies for 
access or 
sharing of  data

Unavailability of 
single system or 
authority to 
disseminate all 
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Communication 
through personnel 
relationships rather 
than structured. 
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Acceptance by 
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Technical Skills
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Core 
System 

availability
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Spider diagram of organizational capacity of EMWIS NFP 

Legend
0 Undesirable; dramatic improvement needed
1 Poor situation, significant room for improvement
2 Satisfactory; some scope for improvement
3 Highly effective, but with minor improvement
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